CHAPTER XI
AN ACADEMIC REFINEMENT
§ 1. the purpose of this Chapter is to work out the direct
contemporaneous effects of wage subsidies, on the assumption
that no reaction is set up in rates of wages, in a real economy
where wages and everything else are paid in kind, where
there is only one " kind " and where there is no foreign trade.
It is postulated that the subsidies are financed by contem-
poraneous taxes on non-wage-earners, e.g. income tax, of a
kind that do not differentiate significantly against employ-
ment. Our real economy may conveniently be represented
by an agricultural community in which farmers own the
land and employ labourers, all of whom are of equal skill.
Let nothing else be produced except wheat and let wages be
paid in wheat. Let the conditions be such that in bad times
with wages at ti^ bushels of wheat per day, x labourers would
find employment, but that when the rate is put at w% bushels
(less than wj, (x+h) will be employed. In these conditions
suppose that the public authority arranges to pay a subsidy
$, equal to (w± ~w2)» to employers in respect of each labourer
employed; the funds for the subsidy being collected, as was
postulated above, through an income tax on non-wage-
earners, and the rates of wages paid to labourers not being
altered.
§ 2. Employment being increased by h labourers, aggregate
real income in wheat is increased by something between Tiwl
and hw2, which latter is equal to h(wl -$). For an approxima-
tion we suppose the marginal productivity function of labour
to be linear. The increase in aggregate real income is then
h(wl-^s)> the real receipts of wage-earners being, of course,
increased by hwv It follows that the real net receipts of non-
wage-earners is decreased, through their subsidy payments, by
§ 3. It thus seems at first sight that the gain to employ-
ment and to real income is necessarily secured at the expense
of a net injury to non-wage-earners. But this is not so. We
have seen that the expression |fe measures the decrease in

